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RACV and cycling

RACV is involved in a variety of programs to encourage 
bicycle riding, advocate for infrastructure improvements 
and research attitudes to cycling in Victoria.

We recognise many RACV members ride bicycles or 
may be open to the idea of riding if specific barriers can 
be addressed.

eBikes are an evolving component of the cycling 
landscape. They represent a technological change that 
may help many more people incorporate bicycle riding 
into their everyday lives.

Our community 

eBike trials aimed 

to unpack the 

pros and cons of 

eBikes in different 

settings across 

Victoria.
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What we did

RACV’s Transport, Planning and Infrastructure team have a 
fleet of Avanti eBikes that were used for community trials.

Three trials were completed, in:

• Geelong;

• Moreland; and

• Bendigo.

These locations were chosen to test how eBikes are used in 
different contexts and communities. Each place has a very 
different transport network, topography and local community. 

Gathering user feedback regarding eBikes in each of these 
places provided our public policy and advocacy team with real 
world user perspectives.



How we did it

Each trial involved up to nine participants who were loaned 
an eBike for a 6-week period.

We captured their feedback, what they liked, disliked and 
how their transport behaviour may have changed as a 
result of using the eBike.

The data was gathered through a variety of surveys, 
including a pre-trial survey, post-trial survey, weekly 
logbooks and a satisfaction survey. 



Our objectives

1. Test public attitudes towards eBikes.

2. Test the potential for eBikes to fill transport network gaps and 
meet different trip needs. 

3. Improve our understanding of local cycling network issues, 
infrastructure strengths and weaknesses. 

4. Observe behaviour change before and after using an eBike.

5. Engage members and local communities and encourage 
active transport. 
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How would you rate your level of bike riding experience? 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Geelong

Moreland

Bendigo

No experience Beginner Intermediate Skilled

Pre-survey



Why do you 
ride a bike? 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Fun / enjoyment

Physical health and fitness

Convenience

Weight management

To save money

Care for the environment

To avoid congestion

Other

Geelong Moreland Bendigo

Pre-survey



Why don’t you 
ride a bike 

more often? 

Pre-survey

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

Trip too far to go by bike

Intimidated by cars

Other forms of transport are quicker

Weather is often prohibitive

Car is needed for work

Don't feel fit enough

I ride a bike for all my trips

Other (please specify)

Geelong Moreland Bendigo



What is your 
top reason for 
being involved 

in the eBike
trial? 

Pre-survey

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Looking for a new commuting option

Want to see what eBikes are like

Enjoy cycling and want to cycle more often

For exercise / fitness

For environmental reasons

Want to be a part of a trial to promote eBikes

To save money on transport

Want to ride a bike but don't feel fit enough to ride a
regular push bike.

Want to ride a bike but my trips are too far to go on
a regular push bike

Other (please specify)

Geelong Moreland Bendigo
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Geelong Moreland Bendigo

How satisfied were you with your eBike? 

Weekly survey / Satisfaction survey



Did you feel 
more or less fit 

as a result of 
riding an 

eBike?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Geelong

Moreland

Bendigo

No change Less fit More fit

Satisfaction / Weekly 

survey



Did you feel 
more or less 
healthy as a 

result of riding 
an eBike?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Geelong

Moreland

Bendigo

No change Less Healthy More healthy

Satisfaction / Weekly 

survey



Did you feel 
more or less 

stressed as a 
result of riding 

an eBike?
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Geelong

Moreland

Bendigo

No change Less stressed More stressed

Satisfaction / Weekly 

survey



On average, do 
you feel that 

you saved or 
lost time using 

the eBike?

0 1 2 3 4 5 6

Geelong

Moreland

Bendigo

Lost time Neither lost or saved time Saved time

Satisfaction / Weekly 

survey



What factors affected your eBike riding?
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Geelong Moreland Bendigo
Weather Distance of trips Time constraints
Safety concerns Speed/volume of traffic Family Commuting
Fitness Availability of on and off road bike paths Other (please specify)
No factors affected my ebike riding

Satisfaction / 

Weekly survey



Purpose of eBike trips 
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Commuting Fitness/exercise Leisure/fun Other Short/local trips

Weekly 

logbooks



Why the eBike was used over other 
modes  
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Convenience Distance Health/fitness Other Quick Time of day Weather

Weekly 

logbooks



What 
participants 

enjoyed about 
riding an eBike

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Fun/enjoyment

Physical health and fitness benefits

Convenience

Care for the environment

Avoiding congestion

Freedom

Weight management

Other

Geelong Moreland Bendigo

Post-survey



Features liked 
about the 

eBike

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16

Easy to use

Smooth ride

Comfortable ride

Distance you could travel on a charged battery

Gears

Varying levels of assistance

Display screen

Speed of battery charge

Style of bike (step through)

Weight of bike

Geelong Moreland Bendigo

Post-survey



What 
participants 

didn’t like 
about the 

eBike
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Speed of battery charge

Style of bike (step through)

Weight of bike

Gears

Varying levels of assistance

Comfortable ride

Smooth ride

Easy to use

Other

Geelong Moreland Bendigo

Post-survey



Would you consider riding an eBike in 
the future? 

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18

Yes

No

Geelong Moreland Bendigo

Post-survey
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Our findings 

Headlines

• Participants expressed very high satisfaction 

with the eBikes averaging over 9/10 by the 

final week of each trial period.

• Participants responded positively to using an 

eBike and participating in the trials. Given the 

varied locations, trip types and participants, 

this indicates eBikes have value in different 

markets for different uses. 



Our findings 

Pros

• Participants enjoyed how easy 

the eBike was to use, the 

physical health/fitness benefits 

and the fun and enjoyment of 

riding eBikes.

• Participants often preferred 

eBikes over other modes mostly 

for convenience and 

health/fitness.

Cons

• The eBikes were described as 

too large and heavy, especially in 

the Bendigo and Moreland trials.

• Participants were more likely to 

avoid riding when the weather 

was cold, wet or windy. 



More information

www.racv.com.au/ebikes

www.racv.com.au/cycling 




